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Enhanced nonlinear optical response of an endohedral metallofullerene through metal-to-cage charge transfer
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A new mechanism for increasing the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, \( \chi^{(3)} \), is described for endohedral metallofullerenes. A two to three orders of magnitude increase in the nonlinear response is reported for degenerate four-wave mixing experiments conducted with solutions of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) (isomer III) relative to empty-cage fullerenes. A value of \(-8.7 \times 10^{-32}\) esu is found for the molecular susceptibility, \( \gamma_{xxx} \), of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) compared to previously reported values of \( \gamma_{xxx} = 3 \times 10^{-34} \) esu and \( \gamma_{xxx} = 4 \times 10^{-35} \) esu for C\(_{60}\). The results confirm the importance of the metal-to-cage charge-transfer mechanism for enhancing the nonlinear optical response in endohedral metallofullerenes. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. [S0003-6951(98)02122-6]

Since the initial discovery\(^1\) and development of a technique for macroscopic preparation\(^5\) of the archetypal and most abundant fullerene C\(_{60}\), a wealth of fullerene-based structures have been produced including higher fullerenes, charge-transfer complexes, fullerene derivatives, superconducting exohedral-doped fullerenes, and carbon nanotubes. One of the most intriguing fullerene classes is the endohedral fullerene in which the spheroidal molecular structure is employed to encapsulate a small number of atoms (one to four) internal to the cage.\(^3\)\(^–\)\(^5\) Until recently, the difficult separation process of endohedral fullerenes had limited their availability to submilligram levels. Consequently, initial studies of these materials had primarily been restricted to electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and linear spectroscopy (UV-vis). EPR measurements demonstrated that, for the case of La@C\(_{82}\), the La atom transfers three electrons to the fullerene cage and resides in the +3 oxidation state.\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\) Metal-to-cage transfer appears to be a common feature of transition metal-containing endohedral metallofullerenes. Meanwhile, nonlinear optical studies of empty-cage C\(_{60}\) and C\(_{70}\) have shown that these materials possess both large third order susceptibilities \( \chi^{(3)} (-\omega_1;\omega_2,\omega_3) \)\(\text{6–8} (-10^{-11} \) esu compared to a nonresonant value of \(5 \times 10^{-10} \) esu for a polydiacetylene polymer,\(^9\) for example) and strong optical limiting behavior.\(^10\)\(^–\)\(^12\) We report here the first nonlinear optical measurements of an endohedral metallofullerene and find a dramatic enhancement in the third-order nonlinear optical response. Degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) experiments on solutions of the endohedral metallofullerene Er\(_2@C_{82}\) (Fig. 1) show that the metal-to-cage charge transfer provides a mechanism for increasing \( \chi^{(3)} (-\omega_4;\omega_1,\omega_2,\omega_3) \) by orders of magnitude relative to empty-cage fullerenes.

The Er\(_2@C_{82}\) sample was separated and purified using an automated high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) apparatus that yields multimilligram quantities of pure endohedral metallofullerenes.\(^13\)\(^–\)\(^15\) The initial endohedral fullerene-containing soot was obtained using the Kratschmer–Huffman electric arc burning method on cored graphite rods containing a graphite/metal-oxide mixture. The resulting soot contains both empty-cage fullerenes of varying cage size and primarily the endohedral metallofullerenes Er@C\(_{82}\) and Er\(_2@C_{82}\) (three isomers). Separation of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) is achieved in a multistep automated HPLC procedure that utilizes Buckyclutcher and Pentabromobenzyl (PBB) derivatized silica gel columns. The inclusion of the PBB chromatographic phase in the separation protocol allows the entire separation process to be automated in contrast with previous procedures.\(^15\) Three distinct chromatographic fractions are identified by mass spectroscopy as Er\(_2@C_{82}\) indicating multiple isomers of this structure. In the final pass, a single homogeneous chromatographic peak for the latter eluting fraction, Er\(_2@C_{82}\) (isomer III), was obtained utilizing both the PBB and Buckyclutcher columns. The material utilized in this study is purely that identified\(^15\) as isomer III. The negative-ion mass spectrum for this sample is shown in Fig. 1. An expansion of the mass range centered at 1319 m/z is consistent with the predicted isotope distribution for Er\(_2@C_{82}\). The total yield of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) is greater than 1% of...
the initial soluble soot which is larger than is typically found for La, Sc, and Y extracts.

The absorption spectrum of Er2@C82 (isomer III) is compared to that of C82 in Fig. 2. The endohedral fullerene shows enhanced absorption features near 650 and 900 nm that result from the charge transfer from the metal to the fullerene cage. The endohedral fullerene also possesses an absorption tail to longer wavelengths in comparison with the empty-cage structure. In both C82 and Er2@C82, there is a very weak residual absorption at 1064 nm, the wavelength at which the DFWM measurements are made. Fluorescence measurements have also been reported in purified Er2@C82.16 The characteristic Er3+ emission in the 1500 nm region further demonstrates the occurrence of metal-to-cage charge transfer.

We anticipated the endohedral metallofullerene charge transfer to have a dramatic effect on the nonlinear optical response. It has been shown previously that optical excitation of conjugated molecules can lead to enhancement of $\chi^{(3)}(-\omega_1,\omega_2,\omega_3)$ by orders of magnitude. This has been demonstrated in both third-harmonic generation measurements17 of a naphthalocyanine and in DFWM measurements 18,19 of a linear polyene. Within the molecular orbital description, the metal-to-cage charge transfer can be considered similar to the effect of optical excitation of the corresponding empty-cage fullerene. In both cases, electrons are placed into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), though in the metallofullerene there are no corresponding holes produced in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) as there are in optical excitation. The ground state of the endohedral metallofullerene therefore can be considered to resemble an excited state of the empty cage.

The DFWM experiments are made in the standard, phase-conjugate geometry20 using the 1064 nm fundamental wavelength of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The three incident beams are focused to $e^{-2}$ radii of 550 µm, and the probe beam is at an angle of $5^\circ$ with respect to the forward pump beam. A beam splitter is used to direct the signal beam (counterpropagating to the probe beam) to a photodiode to measure its intensity. The maximum energy of the counterpropagating pump beams is 3 mJ each, corresponding to an intensity of 20 MW/cm². The sample solutions, with a maximum concentration of 0.32 mg Er2@C82 in 0.8 ml of CS2 (2.9×10⁻⁴ mol/l), are contained in 5 mm path length spectrophotometer cells. For even the most concentrated solutions, the internal (reflection-corrected) transmittance was greater than 93% at 1064 nm. In our measurements, the pump beams are vertically polarized while the probe and signal beams are horizontally polarized [thus measuring $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)$]. This configuration ensures that neither thermal nor population gratings contribute to the DFWM signal, since we are interested in the electronic contribution to $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)$.21,22 This is particularly important since the samples have a small absorption at 1064 nm corresponding to a molar extinction coefficient $\varepsilon$ of 221 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ and an absorptivity $\alpha$ of 0.15 cm⁻¹ at the highest concentration.

Figure 3 shows the DFWM signal intensity observed for the CS2 reference and the 2.4×10⁻⁴ mol/l Er2@C82 solution together with fits to the data of the form $A l^3$, where $l$ is the incident intensity. A signal dependence on the incident intensity with an alternate exponent would be an indication of undesired mechanisms in the DFWM process, such as two-photon absorption. The DFWM signal [proportional to $|\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)|^2$] of the most concentrated solutions decreases by as much as 50% relative to pure CS2 solvent indicating a very large, negative molecular susceptibility $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)$ for Er2@C82 (isomer III). For a large number of concentrations, the signal is measured as a function of the incident intensity and is fit to a cubic to obtain the $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)$ value of the solution according to

$$\chi^{(3)}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega) = \sqrt{A} x_{\text{ref}} \left( \frac{\alpha l e^{\alpha l/2}}{1 - e^{-\alpha l}} \right) x^{(3)}_{\text{solvent}}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega),$$

where $A$ and $x_{\text{ref}}$ are the coefficients of the cubic fit for the sample and CS2 reference, respectively, $l$ is the sample path length, and $\alpha$ is the absorptivity. The value used for the CS2 reference for orthogonally polarized beams is $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega) = 3.6 \times 10^{-13}$ esu,23 and the path lengths and refractive indices of the sample and reference are taken to be equal. Figure 4 illustrates the linear decrease of the solution $\chi^{(3)}_{xxxx}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega)$ with increased concentration. From this linear dependence and the relationship

$$\chi^{(3)}_{\text{solution}}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega) = \chi^{(3)}_{\text{solvent}}(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega) + N f^4 x(-\omega,\omega,\omega,-\omega),$$

where $N$ is the number density of solute molecules and $f$ is the local field factor $(n^2 + 2)/3$ ($n$ is the refractive index),

![FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of Er2@C82 and the corresponding empty-cage structure C82 in CS2.](Image)

![FIG. 3. DFWM signal as a function of incident intensity for 2.4×10⁻⁴ M Er2@C82 in CS2, C82 in CS2, and pure CS2 solvent. The solid curves are cubic fits for the Er2@C82 and C82 data.](Image)
we obtain a value for the molecular susceptibility, \( \gamma_{xyyx}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \), for Er\(_2@C_{82}\) of \(-8.7 \times 10^{-32}\) esu. Using an estimated density of 1.7 g/cm\(^3\),\(^{24}\) this corresponds to a \( \chi_{xyyx}^{(3)}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \) for a pure Er\(_2@C_{82}\) film of \(-1.1 \times 10^{-19}\) esu. For comparison, in measurements with all beams parallel polarized, values of \( \chi_{xyyx}^{(3)}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) = 7 \times 10^{-12}\) and \(12 \times 10^{-12}\) esu have been previously reported for \(C_{60}\) and \(C_{70}\) films, respectively, at 1064 nm.\(^{6}\) These correspond to respective values for the molecular susceptibility \( \gamma_{xyyx}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \) of \(3 \times 10^{-34}\) and \(5 \times 10^{-34}\) esu. For orthogonal polarizations, as in the present work, a value of \( \chi_{xyyx}^{(3)}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) = 1 \times 10^{-12}\) esu was measured for both films which corresponds to a value for \( \gamma_{xyyx}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \) of \(4 \times 10^{-35}\) esu for \(C_{60}\).

DFWM was also measured in \(C_{82}\) solutions of the empty-cage fullerenes \(C_{60}\), \(C_{82}\), and \(C_{70}\) at concentrations equal to or larger than that of the Er\(_2@C_{82}\) solution. In each case, the DFWM signal was indistinguishable from that of the pure solvent demonstrating the substantially smaller values of \( \gamma_{xyyx}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \) in those materials. As an example, the data for \(C_{60}\) at a similar concentration to that of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) is shown on Fig. 2. As a further experimental check, the transmittance of the Er\(_2@C_{82}\) solution was measured up to the intensities of the DFWM experiment. The solution behaved as a strictly linear absorber proving that reverse saturable absorption and two-photon absorption have no role in the decrease of the DFWM signal. Finally, we note that a negative-ion mass spectrum was also obtained for the Er\(_2@C_{82}\) sample after all DFWM measurements and is similar to Fig. 1, demonstrating the lack of sample degradation during the nonlinear optical measurements.

![Graph](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**FIG. 4.** Concentration dependence of \( \chi_{xyyx}^{(3)}(\omega;\omega;\omega;\omega) \) for Er\(_2@C_{82}\) in \(CS_2\). The uncertainty is derived from the reproducibility in repeated measurements at a fixed concentration.

The dramatic enhancement in \( \chi^{(3)} \) that we have observed in Er\(_2@C_{82}\) establishes the endohedral metallofullerenes as a new potential class of materials for nonlinear optical devices. Specifically, a factor of two to three orders of magnitude higher value for \( \chi^{(3)} \) is predicted for a pure film of Er\(_2@C_{82}\) relative to thin films of \(C_{60}\) and \(C_{70}\), indicating the potential of metal-to-cage charge transfer as a novel enhancement mechanism. A standard figure of merit for the applicability of materials for nonlinear optical switching and modulation devices is \( \chi^{(3)}/\alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is the linear absorptivity. As described above, the enhanced \( \chi^{(3)} \) observed in Er\(_2@C_{82}\) at 1064 nm is accompanied by some residual absorption. The absorption is substantially reduced in the 1300 to 1500 nm optical telecommunications window, experiments are currently underway to measure the nonlinear optical response at these longer wavelengths in both solutions and pure Er\(_2@C_{82}\) films as well as in other endohedral metallofullerenes.
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